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Editoria , co mments, cartoons, and captions represent the opinio!.
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ard of The Innovator and do not necessarily
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�presen. the opmto n of student representatives, the student body
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m the general, ad�ser, fa�ul�, or administration of Governors
State University. Stgned editorials are opinion of its author Tbe
Innovator reco� fairness-therefore welcmpes rebuttaJs •
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. As a feminist and a participant
m
the extremely successful
fashion show, held here at GSU
my conscience w ill not permit m
to rest until I personally share
my views with you.
Your letter
of CONCERN
printed in the March 12th issue of
the Innovator is not only
ludi�rous but outrageously ap
pallm�. You expound on the inap
propriateness of University en
dorsement of the fashion show
and completely overlook and
avoid the purpose of the show. H
you were true feminists, would
you not recognize the tremendous
need that exists in all univer
sities, for financial assistance to
students in general and women
'
in particular? Can you tell me
why a university should not spon
sor a "show" especially planned
to raise funds designated for a
scholarship for women? Does the
idea of attracting new people to
GSU upset you? Does the idea of
improving the image of GSU
upset you? Does the idea of the
GSU
omen's Club doing
somethmg con:;tructive and
positive for the university upset
you? Or is the crux of the
problem that you, "convenient
feminists" felt overlooked? If in
deed you perceived the fashion
show as a course of concern why
didn't you approach the Wo en's
Club in a more discreet manner
and suggest a "less controver
sial" (for your tastes Harriet) ap
proach? Why not deal with some
really crucial issues concerning

�

Comment

A b enevolent
pater nalism 1
�

�

Degree specialization is largely

fou!ld only in foreign lands, such
as m England where their 3 year
�ndergraduate degree program
IS on the American systems
graduate level, because they
study "only" the major subject
.
f1eld for 3 years intensive
!raining The educational system
:
m A�enca has profitably thrived
on mtellectual diversity in the
past, society benefiting from the
varied and creative uses of
organizational
planning
t�hniques among public and
pnvate institutions for the study
of sci�nce. A lot of potential
.
ex1sts m the current educational
system for those bright enough to
exploit it at Governors State
University.
The university must be made
�o�e flexible, not less, in pro
Vldmg an education that will
come as close as possible to trai
ning the students for available
jobs in society. Not only would
training the students of Gover
nors State University for avail
able jobs benefit the students but
'
insure job conservation for the
training
faculty,
and
ad
ministration, as well.
More
research must be made in order
to �t assess the type and
quality of education that will be
needed to adapt the students to a
changing society now, and for the
future.
The teaching faculty will have
to become more flexible in
changing from one specialty to
another more "demanded" area
of specialization for student job
success. Perhaps interdepart
mental job weighting of teachers
could be developed, whereby
university professors would be
retrained to meet new student de
mand. New academic depart
ments could be organized, if
necessary, to benefit the students
in their job search. Current and
projected job research findings
could be delivered to the
students through the mail and
via
a
university
cen ered
counseling service to help direct
the students, and help coordinate
faculty educational planning for
the university. Education must
become more service oriented in
meeting the students goals and
objectives,
otherwise
the
university will suffer. Requiring
the students to take extra liberal
arts
coursework merely to
preserve the functionally out-of
phase university faculty is not the
best solution for solving the real
underlying problem at Governors
State University. To reform a
dinosaur in the age of modern
science and technology is going to
take more than just cosmetic
powdering, if obsolescence is
ever going to become obsolete.

�
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the women of GSU and women in
general?

You talk about your "profes
sional identities" being tied to the
institution. Why is it, Dave, I
have not heard you speak out
about the death of the Women's
Studies program? This issue cer
tainly is of immense importance
to the women in "your institu
tion''. Some feminist! What about
recruiting women to the universi
ty, Harriet? Do you go from com
munity to community explaining
the importance of your program
and the benefits it offers? How
many students do you have in the
program? Why be a closet
feminist, Harriet, speak out for
ERA in your community; utilize
your license plates to support
ERA. I do! What ever happened
to the words ''Take my Hand, my
Sister"; Words you recently
sang? Words also sung by those
in your group who criticized our
motivated GSU women.
Your referral to peoples
freedom of choice being a
"simplistic reduction" only
points to your lack of knowledge
or perception of the real meaning
of the feminist movement. Our
long lasting cry is "Free to be
You and Me". Free to be in
telligent, thinking human beings,
capable of articulation and equal
work responsibilities. Free to
make our own decisions concern
ing our own lives without people
telling us how to think, feel and
react. I want my daughter to be
free to make her own choices

where marriage and career are
concerned. If she so chooses to
stay single I want society, men in
particular, to cease the labeling

of "something wrong with her,
she hates men, she's nothing
without children etc . " Indeed
freedom of choice is an integral
part of "our movement" and I
want freedom to be and to do, and
that includes participating in a
fashion show without my so
called sisters and brother telling
me I should not, with the implica
tion, doing so makes me less a
feminist. You want your freedom

to do your own thing why can't
you accept others individuality?
Furthermore, the image of
GSU cannot be greatly enhanced
when you publically embarrass
and humiliate some members of
the GSU community.
Finally, I'm amused that you
"indeed applaud all efforts to
raise scholarship funds· except
this one, of course, or e cept the
ones you have not been consulted
about. From my observation, or
m�
vantage
point,
I
noticed the true feminist faculty
members who supported the
show.
my personal opinion,
Convement Feminist fits you to a
�e. Feminists on the important
Iss u e s ,
you
are
not.
I
wholeheartedly
agree
that
women working together can
change our lives, however, PEO
PLE working together can
change the world.
Joan Comar Healy

�
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Feminine forum
Apropos of Harriet Marcus'
article,
Sizi n g-up
GSU
Feminists- in the March 25
edition of The Star, I would like to
add my personal opinion of
dissent.
I was dismayed that the GSU
Women's Club, an arm of the
University, chose a fashion show
as a choice for a spring fund
.
ra1ser. It appears to me that the
feminist clock was turned back to
the SO's when white gloved ladies
attended bridge parties and
fashion shows to have "fun," put
on dress-up clothes and "fill"
time. <The ones, of 'course who
had the best time - becaus they
worked the hardest - were the
planners, and if they had all put
up ten dollars apiece in the first
place, they would not have had to
have the party. )
I thought for a moment that
perhaps the announced fashion
show at GSU might be part of a
Pop Culture course under the
aegis of a bright professor, or a
graduate student's Mini-Grant
sociology project studying the
habits of Snowy Egrets and fancy
dressed ladies, but alas, it was a
real down home fashion show
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Rebuttal to our convenient feminist
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The Innovator credo.

Re q u i r i n g
all
s tu d e n t s
regardless o f undergraduat
major, to take 12 hours of extra
liberal arts coursework would
hu�t their job chances. Few jobs
ex1st presently, or in the near
future for prospective students in
the social sciences who will find
frustration and disappointment
at their doorsteps when they
.
fmally go out to try to find work in
an overcrowded field. The
students could more profitably
spend their time mastering field
studies that would be of more use
to them, and according to their
individual needs, given that they
would be properly informed via
counseling and other direct com
munication channels as to the
"actual" job opportunities avail
able to them in society. Un
fortunately, many students in
American society are either not
properly informed, or they don't
have
sufficient
technical
preparatory backgrounds for the
study of the hard sciences, and
the more quantitative disciplines
where job competition will
continue to be less keen in the
immediate future. It is further
unfortunate
that
many
American
university
staff
members have been cut back
and will again be cut back in th
near future because of in
sufficient fi nancial funding,
.
changes
1n
population
demographics resulting as an
aftermath of the post-World War
II
baby boom, or rather more
simply regarded as the effects of
poor long range planning as to the
effects of supply and demand on
the job market. In my opinion, to
force the students to take unnecessary coursework would
merely
give
the university
greater paternalistic authority of
a questionably muddy sort in the
act of trying to preserve their
own hides.
I believe it is important to
preserve some of the good points
of the current system at
Governors State University. One
of the major advantages of the
university is that you are able to
specialize to a degree that most
American universities are unable
to emulate, with the creative use
of limited resources and student
scheduling flexibility for most
degree programs. For example,
you could receive a specialized
degree from a 2 year institution
and finish your undergraduate
course work at Governors State
University furthering your major
area of specialization, while the
orthodox 4 year institutions
would leave you at least 1 year
behind for major field coursework.

.

Letters to the editor

Grant us the wisdom thal we may learn to use our knowledge for a
worthy purpose.

Eric Wynne Taylor
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clarifications

In the last issue, the story on
page one on reorganization:
Deans Andrews and Sherman
will be displaced and not placed if
the plan goes through the way
stated.
eiths Kopf: Sgt. Joe Friday
In K
was from Dragnet not Drugnet.
We also wish to note that we
found many typos in
the
newspaper after printi� and are
sorry for any inconvenience they
might have caused.
We also stand corrected on our
spelling of pizazz.

w1th two-hundred dollar dresses.
It was a "smash," I un
derstand, both in terms of money
and attendance with many new
faces appearing on campus for
the first time. All to the good.
Yet, I am sure that the same
capable minds that conceived
and ran the show could surely
come up with other ideas more
atune to the ideals of a university
which has always stressed a
better image and authentic roles
for women.
To many, the University linked
fashion show format is an em
barrassing carrot to lure new
faces and cash. This means to an
en is much too mean, in my
.
opm10n, unless GSU is desperate
and the fashion show represents
some frantic last ditch stand to
recruit new students and money.
I hope not.
As one of the early students at
GSU, I was privileged to enter a

�

new university whose faculty and
purpose was innovate education
based on words across the great
Athenian temples: "Excellence
for All." It was one of the hap
piest times of my life. It was in
fact mind-blowing as I gained
new
awareness
of
social
problems and my role as
traditional woman in a changing
society.
With pleasure and
purpose, I left the world of vapid
fashion shows and teas. Now .J
want others, if they wish, to have
the same advantage as I, to enjoy
the privileges of a fine university
at
their
doorstep.
But the
University will only do itself, and
those who enter its door, a great
disservice if the educational
intoxicants offered are chicken
salad and pretty dresses.
Sincerely,
Caryl E. Chudwin
GSU Alumna
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Singer appointed

Happenings

Jean H. Singer has been appointed director of the Learning
Resources Center at Governors State University.
Mrs. Si nger came to Governors State University in July, 1!171 as
catalog librarian and University Professor of Library Science. In
February, 1!175 she became Head of Technical Services.

The new director of the library has been active in University af
fairs and has served as Chairman of the Human Services Commit
tee, on the Professional Personnel System subcommittee, Chair
man of the Faculty Evaluation Review Committee, and as a
member of the University Assembly.

M rs . Singer is a native of Homewood where she and her husband
Paul, have been active in community affairs. She was a membe
and then President of the Homewood Public Library Board, and an
officer in both the Women's Guild of St. Joseph's and the
Homewood Junior Woman's Club. She is currently a lector at St.
Joseph's.

;

Her B . E . degree is from Chicago State University and her MALS
from Rosary College.

Health Science student Scholarship
A student in the School of
Health Sciences has won a Dr.
Charles E. Gavin Memorial foun
dation scholarship for Governors

State Universit y.
Jonnie M. Simmons of Chicago
expects to graduate the end of
this year in health service ad
ministration with a minor in

psychology.
For work done in the child
abuse progra m, she was named
volunteer of the month by
Marillac house in Chicago where

����

he is a student social worker in a
college work study progra m .
In the neglected baby ward of
Cook County hospital she has
been a volunteer.
Ms. Sim mons said :

"Studies have shown
that
abusive and neglectful parents
a re by-products of child abuse
and neglect.
"I personally believe that Dr.
Gavin would have been proud of
any university that would take
his concept of love, hope, and in-

Remt·nder ����

This is the official announcement of the elections of the 1!179-80
I B HE student board member, a lternate student board member and
the Student Advisory Committee Chairman, Vice Chairman and
Secretary . The elections shall occur at the April 28, 1!179 Student
Advisory Committee (SAC> meeting held at Sangamon State
University in Springfield. As provided for in the I B H E statute the

ed

selection of the student member of the I BHE shall be conduct
by
the recognized Student Advisory Committee to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education. Information about the April 28, 1!179 meeting
arrangements will be mailed to Student Activities by mid-April.
It is the sincere concern of the Illinois Student Advisory Com

mittee that the person selected by the following procedures be of
the highest caliber and be someone who is fa miliar with the
workings of the Illinois Board of Higher Education and the issues
that concern higher education each day. Furthermore it is the
opinion of the Committee that eligibility not be limit
to the
membership of the Student Advisory Committee.

�

There is also a position open for a student representative from
GSU for the collective bargaining table. The representative will
have no voice and no vote but will be able to observe the
proceedings. Please contact Dean Boreli if you are interested in
any of these positions at 534-5000 , ext. 2553.

HLD workshop
Open to all Governors State
University students and qualified
members of the community is a
Tuesday evening course, "I mag
ing Process in Thera peutic Com
munica tion: Theory and Applica
tion" at Forest hospital in Des

Plaines, beginning on May 8.
A
part
of communication
science progra m's regular in
structional offerings at Forest
hospital, the GSU College of
Human Learning and Develop
ment provides instruction in in
terpersona l communication for
socio-therapists there leading to
a masters degree in communica
tion science.
Tulsi B. Sara! is instructor. Dr.

"This course is designed to ex
plore those advances which
redefine i magery as a basic
human capacity possessing enor
mous potential for therapeutic
communication.

"Students will have the op
portunity to study the nature and
structure of imaging process, ex
plore the implications of guided
as well as sponta neous i magery

for therapeutic communication,
a pply
i maging
process
to
selected therapeutic context and
assess effectiveness of such ap
plication."

spiration and apply them to help
resolve this devastating prob
lem . "

She was graduated from Olive
Harvey College in pre-socia l
work and previously received a
medical assistant certifica te
from B ryman school .

Charles E. Gavin, M . D . , re
ceived a posthumous honorary
doctor of humanit ies degree at
GSU Commencement in 1!176. The
honorary doctorate was accepted
by his sister, Dr. Katherine

Gavin,
newest honorary life
member of the Governors State
U niversity Alu mni association

and director of the personalized
learning program at Prairie
State College.

Ainsworth

takes leave
Appointed specialist in educa
tional technology to the govern
ment of Nigeria by UNESCO is a
Governors State University pro
fessional.

David Ainsworth has been
granted a year's leave of a bsence
beginning April 15.
Attached to the ministry of
education of the Cross River state
in Nigeria, Dr. Ainsworth's chief
responsibilities will be to assist
and advise in the production and
eva l uation
of
i nstructional
materials for use in schools, and
in the traning of teachers to use
the materials.

There will be a two-week brief
ing at UNESCO headquarters in
Paris.
Dr. and M rs . Ai nsworth, J une,
and their children, Campbell,
Russell, and Nell, will live in Uyo,
a small town in the rain forest in
the Cross River state, Campbell

is a first-grader at Blackhawk
Elementary school.
Dr. Ainsworth is coordinator of
instructional development in the
Instructional
Communicatio ns
Ce nter
at Governors Sta te
University.

Saral is university professor of
communication science at Gover

the a nnouncement said :
"I am looking forward to his joining our staff, and to begin work
on developing a strong, active student life progra m . "
At Moraine Valley Community College, Dascenzo w a s responsi
ble for the development and administra lion of a ll co-curricular pro
grams and activities, including the child care center, student orien
tation, leadership training, intramurals, clubs and organizations,
and prepara tion and administration of the student activity fund.

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - "An Introduction to Sociometry
and Psychodrama" will be a course offered by Governors State
University.
Prof. Jill Winer, a psychodrama consultant to hospitals, mental

hea lth centers, youth bureaus, and psychologists, will be coor
dinator. Her telephone is 312/534-5000 .
With its theoretical and experiential approaches, the course will
be of particular interest to mental health students, teachers,
nurses, and a lcoholism science students.
The course will be offered through the communication science
progra m in the College of Human Learning and Development dur
ing July and August . It will meet each Thursday, from 10 a . m . to 2
p.m. A one-day workshop, to be arranged between the students and

coordinator, will be included.
Class size will be limited to 15 students.
Professor Winer is certified by the A merican Board of Ex
aminers in Psychodra ma, Sociometry, and Group Psychotherapy
as a t rainer, educator, and practitioner.
She is secretary of the Federa tion of Trainers and Training Pro
grams in Psychodra ma .
She completed her training in psychodrama and sociometry at
the Moreno Institute in Beacon, N . Y . , and Camelback hospital in
Phoenix, Ariz.

Participants have been announced for the "Special Issues in
Women's Health Care/Fair" Saturday, May 5, at Governors State
University:
- "Sex Hormone Therapy : Issues and Problems" - Anne M.

Seiden, M . D . , chairperson of the Department of Psychiatry, Cook
County hospital, Chicago, and attending psychiatrist, Michael
Reese hospital; Allan Charles, M . D . , clinical professor in the
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Pritzker School of
Medicine, University of Chicago; Sylvia Morgan, Ph.D., assistant
professor of sociology, Loyola Mary mount University, Los
Angeles.
- "Violence Against Women: Health Care Issues" - Pauline
Bart, Ph.D., associate professor appointment in sociology, Cpllege
of Medicine at the University of Illinois Medical center, and in
Department of Sociology, University of lllinois, Chicago circle
campus; Nikki L. Nelson, M .S.W., marriage and family therapist,
Family Service Bureau of United Charities of Chicago ; Mary
Jurek, R.N., paramedic education coordinator, Billings hospital,
Chicago.
- "Feminist Therapy" - Marlyn Grossman, Ph.D., Madden
Menta l Health center, Chicago.

- "Implications of Menstruation Research" - Alice Dan, Ph.D.
assistant professor of graduate studies, College of Nursing,
University of I llinois Medical center, Chicago.
- "Health Systems Agencies and the Politics of Women's Health
Care" - Cynthia Little, M . A . , executive director of National
Abortion Rights Action league and co-chair of Illinois Women's
Health conference; Jenny K nauss, M . A . , i nstructor in Department
of Preventive Medicine and Community Health, Abraham Lincoln

nors State University.
According to the announce
men t :
"I maging process represents a
major system in the human
brain's encording and transfor
mation. In the past, however,
clinicians have often viewed im

agery and other aspects of the
stream of consciousness which

were not plainly task-oriented,
logical, and verbal, as primitive,
im mature and even pathological.
It is only recently that the re
searchers and practitioners have

begun to view i magery in a far
more realistic and positive con
text than
that of defensive
'regression . '

A graduate of Governors State University will be new director of
student activities at GSU.
Tommy L. Dascenzo, who has held the same position at Moraine
Valley Community College since 1!173, will report May 7.
At Governors State University, he received his B.A. degree in
1!173 and M .A . in 1977 . He resides in Park Forest .
Dean o f Student Affairs and Services, Frank Borelli, in making

Faculty presents its view of the
rec

nt reorganization plan at an

open hearing.
Corcoran)

School of Medicine, University of I llinois, Chicago circle campus.
-"Breast Cancer : Facts and Figures" - Augusta Berry, R.N.,
assistant supervisor, Visiting Nurse Association of Chicago.
- "Nutrition and Women's Health" - Gail Christopher, D.N.,
private practice naprapathologist, Chicago.
There will a lso be displays and materials from women's health
groups throughout the Chicago metropolitan a rea.
The conference a t GSU will be from 9 a .m . to 4 : 30 p . m . in the Hall
of Governors, Engbretson hall, and the music recital hall.
Sponsors are the Women's Studir progr:un and the Women's
Resource center at GSU with the
iinoir
men's Health conference through the GSU Office of �-�I ·
�rams, College of
Cultural Studies, and Office of Studer.• �ervict:.
The conference will be offered both for credit a aid non-eredit.
Plans a re being made by Harriet Gross of the College of Cultural
Studies. Dr. Gross is university professor of sociology a nd women's
studiles.
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The third world -Is it pejorative
By Peter Essoka

After the event of the 5th An
nual Third World Conference it is
befitting to sound an opinion on
the implications of the term
"Third World".
In view of this,
several
questions can be posed: Is the use
of the term 'Third World'
defiant? Is the term used pej
oratively to demean the people it
generally refers to? Who are
those people that make up the
nucleus of the 'Third World'?
Dictionary meanings of 'Third
World' emphasize the global
recognition of the group of
Mrican and Asian nations that
are not aligned with either the
communist or non-Communist
blocs. They extend meaning to
cover an aggregate of minority
g r o u ps
within
a
larger
predominant culture, and to a
greater degree, all developing
countries of the world.
Historically, it is acknowledged
that the pedigree of the term is
traced to the writing of Frantz
Fanon, although some schools of
thought has suggested that the
term entered the lexicon of in
ternational politics long before it
was popularized by Fanon.
The use of the term Third
World was generally intended to
convey
e x is t e n t i a l
and
ideological notions, existential
because it captured the rung
occupied by Mro-Asian states on
the global ladder, and ideological
for the position these states en
dorsed in their relation with other
worlds.
In attempting to stratify global
models of the Third World notion,
three basic levels are exposed:
the classical, mechanistic, and
non-aligned.
The classical notion evolves
around the global stratification of
systems into several distinct
blocks on the basis of socio
economic organizations and
geographical proximity. This
resulted in the emergence of
three different worlds, the First
comprising of Western Industrial
countries; the Second, of mainly
the Communist bloc, and the
Third, the hybrid underdeveloped
economies of the ex-colonies
which include most Mrican
Asian, Caribbean and Latin
American countries.
The mechanistic notion refers
to the development character
istics of the Third World as
compared with the other worlds.
With this in mind one sees the
Third World manifesting the
syndrome of underdevelopment,
such as high infant mortality,
�....�....

high illiteracy rate, low life ex
pectancy, low per capita income
etc.., making it a negation of the
First and Second Worlds. This
wretched situation is the result of
positive exploitation by one group
of people upon another. It is also
the outcome of the destruction of
well-defined civilizations that
existed prior to the intrusion of
the colonial oppressor. If the
mechanistic notion demeans the
people of the Third World the idea
of non-alignment has sparked a
strong realization of the values of
the developing world. Poised
between the other two super
worlds, the Third World assumes
a catalystic role.

Ironically, however, "the
exigencies of global relations
make it almost impossible for
any group of nations with no
access to the means of power to
exist as free atoms floating
around undisturbed and flirting
between opposing systems in the
name of positive neutrality and
non-alignment." Dr. Kofele-Kale
sees in non-alignment, just a
myth and thinks of it at best to be
"a policy practiced by the weak
members of the global system
only at the pleasure of the more
powerful. These weak members
are the Third World. They are
forced to clutter under one
umbrella if only to share their
common aspirations. But in most
cases, they are thrown into
greater adversity, falling short of
those aspirations and creating
an arena for �realer exploitation.
If we assume that the peoples
of the world are polarized bet
ween oriviledlled ruling classes

and deprived- plebians, we see
most of the Third world falling in

the
later
category.
They
represent a group of most
disinherited, oppressed, exploit
ed, wretched and physically the
most ailing class of the world.
And as Fanon puts it "the
damned of the earth (les condm
nes du monde).
According to Dr. Kale's per
spective, "the Third World is a
type-a type of person, a type of
community, a type of relat
tionship. Third World types are
not confined only to Africa, Asia,
and Latin America, they exist
wherever and whenever condi
tions and structures that breed a
situation of domination, exp
loitation and dependency can be
found. The Third World is the
exploited sector of any stratified
system but more specifically one
that evolved as the result of the
aggressive expansion over the
last several centuries of a
pedacios
capitalist
economic
system."
Is the terminology defiant? Is it
pejorative? Is it demeaning? The
pros and cons to this rhetoric are
numerous. But one thing is
certain, no matter what side one
takes the fact remains that those
who fall within the constraints of
the Third World notion are ex
ploited and disadvantaged. The
term I would imagine is in itself a
glowing challenge for the people
who fall within the parameter of
its definition. It is their duty in
spite of the odds to disprove the
pejorative demeaning or defiant
notion of the Third World.

conference.

Was there really a Third World Conference
by Janet Rohdenburg

Governors State University
hosted its 5th Annual Third World
Conference, March 28-31, 1979, at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
I was left wondering if it was
truly representative of the
"Third World"
since there
seemed to be so much am
bivalence about who and what
comprised a ''Third World".
I was also left with a mosiac of
feelings,
impress ions
and
questions:
The conference was one-sided,
w it h
the
o v e r wh e l m i n g
represenation o f black people,
American and
African, in
comparison with the people from
Asian
and South American
countries. There was little or no
representation of Arab countries
<r India and no mention, of the
plight of the American Indian,
that I was aware of.
The GSU personnel responsible

for the con ference were cour
teous and hel(iul and the whole
event appeared to run smoothly.
The well dressed and articulate
presentors belied my mental
image of ''Third World" people.
Visual and audio aids would
have made palatable many a
"dry" presentation.
There were voids in some of the

workshops I attended For in
stance, in ''The Status of Black
Aesthetics in 1!178" there was no
mention of the theater, dance, or
visual arts, all of which I con

sidered in the aesthetic realm .
I w as fortunate enough t o find
two charming new companions,
Phyllis and Shanti . Although we
three were students at GSU, we

had not run into each other at the
university.
There was a display of
African-like jewelry but no other
arts and crafts of which Third

Thank you�....�.._..�....

On behalf of the Fifth Annual
bird World Conference Planning
Committee and for all those inovled with the Conference, I
would like to extend to you our
highest
commendation
and
deepest appreciation. Your con
certed efforts in planning the
Conference,
selecting
the
speakers, and your attention to
every detail of the three day event
was superb.
The Fifth Annual Third World
Conference was
the highest
example of scholarship and in
tercultural exchange. We com
mend you for your abilities in
attracting notable scholars from
this country and from abroad, and
we are honored that you Je�e able
to attract the two d ·t ,guishPd
keynote speakers, Hi·
xcellency
Alex QWlison.Sackey, Ghanaian
Ambassador to the United States of
America and Mexico, and Mr.
Raul Roa-Kouri, Ambassador and
Permanent R resentative of

Ghanaian ambassador, one of the

Cuba to the United Nations.
To plan and execute as am
bitious a project as the Third
World Conference requires great
leadership, scholarship and per
serverance, qualities you both
have highly demonstrated. Your
commitment, your scholarship,
and your sensitivity to the
problems of the Third World are
reflected in the continued success
of the Third World Conference for
the past five years.
Your efforts and achievements
are a source of pride and ad
miration for all those involved with
the Conference and for the entire
Governors
State
University
community.
The
University
community now looks forward to
the Sixth Annual Third World
Conference
with
great
ex
pectations.
Thank you, gentlemen, for a job
well done.
Sincerely,
S.J. Luyimbazi Zakf', Ph.D.
College of Cultural Studies.

World people could be justifiably
proud were exhibited.
There was also a display of
Third World books, suitable for
school use but, here again, the
emphasis was on the black
people. I wondered what oriental
and Spanish-speaking
people
were doing in this area.
The hund reds
of Iranian
citizens,
may
with
young
children, who had gathered at the
Hilton Friday to cast their at>
sentee ballots in the national
election served as a vivid
reminder of the growing pains
many ''Third World" nations are
experiencing.
Often, the best part of the
workshops was
the heated
question and answer session
which sometimes went past the
alloted time. More opportunity
for expanded debate open to all
participants, would have been

Martin runs for board

desirable.
Mter the presentation in a
workshop entitled ''The Mrican
Retentions in the Music of the
Western World", one man in the
audience asked Dr. Warrick
Carter 'why we are content to
accept the label of "Third World"
when the Black, at least in the
area of music, was definitely
"First W orld"?'
As I roamed around the h<tel, I
became aware of British, Italian
and othet accents of various
people, none of whom were at
tending the conference.
I left the conference wondering
when, if ever, we would stop
thinking of ourselves in terms of
First, Second, and Third Worlds
but as human beings with very
similar problems which would
only be solved when we learn to
demt)nstrate a joint concern for
them and each other.

believe that those who provide
the steering organization for co
and those who see« these
ordinated community action, and
educational opportunities have
Alma Martin, a Governors was involved in efforts to im
the right to and the responsibility
State University CGSU> student, prove housing, education and
for the freedoms of teaching,
is not your average uninvolved recreational conditions in the
learning and inquiry. I can be
student. In fact Ms. Martin is so Chicago Heights area.
counted upon to call upon my
involved that her experiences go
Martin is not new to the Prairie
extensive
community
and
beyond the classroom and into
State Board of Trustees. She had
the community.
the opportunity while attending professional experience to cope
A Park Forest resident, Ms.
Prairie State to be an elected with problems facing the college
Martin is currently seeking the Student Representative to the community. I know the value of
meeting with individuals and
position of board member on the Board.
She
was
also the
groups, discussing issues, and
Prairie State Board of Trustees President of the Prairie State
arriving at decisions after a
for one year. Voters from District Student Government. But, all this
thorough analysis of the issues. I
515 can vote for Ms. Martin on involvement did not prevent
will be r�ponsive to all interest
April14 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Martin from achieving in the
but beholden to none.
Returning to school after 19 classroom, where she maintained
By virtue of my experience,
years, Martin has had many a high grade point average.
fairness, and dedication to the
experiences
with
community
work. She directed community
As a candidate for The Prairie continued growth of Prairie State
St.tte Board of Trustees Martin College, I feel it necessary to run
efforts to provide medical ser
for the Prairie State Board of
makes the following statement:
vices for low income and in
"I will accept the responsibility Trustees. I urge your support of
digent families while she was a
to
p r o m o te
and
p r o v i d e my candidacy and request that
staff member of the Chicago
educational opportunities for all you and my fellow colleagues will
Heights Health Start Medical
within the Prairie State Com come forward on April 14, 1979
Center. In the past, Martin was a
munity and all who seek them. I and cast your vote for me."
pu�lic relations chairperson of
BY CAROLYN GREER
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New dev el opm ents in OF A
By. J. Cook

Larry Poselli shows a student
how to use the computer to obtain
information

about

s chola rships

ava ilable to students at Gover
nors Sta te. ( photo by Kevin
Corcora n)
J

Financial Aid News
The Oak Lawn Area Branch of .
the American Association of.
Students who need help in filling University Women is offering a
rut their 1979-80 financia l aid four hundred dollar financial
forms or a re in need ci financial grant to further the education of a
aid i nforma tion can uti lize the Southwest area woman.
Financial Aid Outpost table
In order to ,be eligible, the can
located opposite the ll)tlin en didate must have completed at
trance. This table will
be least two years of college, be at
available to G.S.U. students on least twenty-five years of age,
Thursday evenings from 4 : 00 and live in the Metropolitan
P . M . t o 8 : 00 P . M .
Southwest are_a_. JJ:l� _grant must
be applied to a minimu m of six
FINANCIAL
credit hours of academic work in
AID PROFILE
a four year college or university
Students who are interested in
at the undergraduate level during
learning about private schlorship
the 1979-1980 scholastic year.
services shruld make an ap Junior Coll�e applielltion of the
pointment in Financial Aid to
six credit hours does not fulfill
have a personal profile done oo the requi rement of the grant.
them. Appoint ments can be made
For further information and
with Larry Poselli, U niversity a pplication forms, please con
Research Associate/I nforma tion
tact :
Officer.
The Scholarship Committee
Oak Lawn Branch of AAUW
FINANCIAL

AID OUTPOST

JOB B ULLETIN
BOARD

soon ! Watch for i t !
Directly outside the Financial
Aid Office a job locator bulletin
board wi:ll list a ll on and off
c am pu s
employment
op
portunities forG.S.U. students
Comi�

noon .
The problem of woman abuse is
not new, but only recently has it
been brought out into the open.
Estimates of the number of
American women who are vic
tims of physical abuse range as
high as 30 million. According to
FBI statistics, wife beating is so
the number
that
pervasive
reported indicates some woman
in the United States is being
abused every 18 seconds.
Elaine Bovenkerk, Program
Director for YW C.A.R.E.S.,
commented, "While we find the
sheer numbers involved in
domestic violence enormous, the
sense of isolation women ex-,

AU1110RS'
·-O'C· ---··-·

407 S

DEARBORN • ROOM 600
CHICAGO ILL 60605
( 3 1 2) 922-tSM

AJ1 rnatet'.aiS told tor retearct\ • t•tl8ftce only

seeking financial assistance.
The GIS is a computer-based
system, based at Southern Dl .
Edwardsville
U n i ve r s i t y ,
was
T h e system
ca m pus.
developed by Time Share, a

Poselli is involved in many
aspects of the OF A. In his role as
Information Officer, he has
varied responsibities. One of
which is student recruitment. It
is Poselli's role to periodically
visit
neighboring
community
colleges, a long with other
recruiters to inform prospective
students of what they can expect
in terms of financial assistance
if they decide to continue their
education a t GSU.
Another project Poselli is in
volved in is the financial aid
outpost. Although the out-post is
still in developmental stages, it
was
designed
to
provide
m a x i m u m services to the
student. The out-post presently
consists of a booth set up here at
GSU in the Hall of Governors for
the purpose of providing an in
formal setting where students

can receive assistance filing out
financial aid forms and receive
answers to questions without
scheduling an appointment with a
counselor.
Some other projects under way
in the OFA to increase services
provided to the students include
forming a bibliography for
financial aid located in the
reference section of the Learning
Resource Center and scheduling
special information seminars
designed to provide basic
financial aid information.
Other developments in the OFA
include the changing of some of
the forms used in the office. The
student employment referral for
has been updated from its old
format to make the job of the
counselor easier and faster in
terms of assigning students to
jobs. Also, there has bee n a
change in the method
of
preparing award letters. Now ,
instead of waiting weeks to
receive an award letter because
they had to be prepared by hand,
you will receive that letter in
a lot less time, thanks to the use
of the computer.

Tra ining for voluntee rs

P r o fe s s i o n a l l y
tra ined
be negotiated on a case-by-ca se
South Suburban Area YWCA's
counselors a re also invited to join
basis with the director of YW
C.A.R.E.S. ( Committee on Abuse
this series of training sessions.
C.A.R.E .S.
and Rape: Emergency Services)
Following training their commit
Program volunteers have
program has scheduled training
ment would consist of one year of
regular monthly meetings to up
for new volunteers in April and
volunteer counseling, either one
date knowledg e, share ex
May.
t(H)ne or group basis for those
periences and keep abreast of
Training in the a rea of woman
abuse clients and their families
YW
the
a nd
legisla tion
abuse will be held on Tuesdays,
who need and choose this service.
C.A.R.E .S. operations which may
April 17, 24, May 1, and 8 from
Counseling hours would be ar
affect their work with victims.
10:00 A.M. to noon or from 7 : 30 to
ranged at the mutual conve
Women wishing to register for
9 : 30 P.M. Participants must at
nience of both counselor and
c/o Mrs. J.F. Nevins
participation may telephone Ms.
tend all four sess ions. Rape train
client ( s ) . No counselor would be
9137 South Monitor
Bovenkerk at 748-5672 or 748-5660
ing sessions will be offered at aexpected to assume more cases
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
for full information including
la ter date.
than she can readily handle in her
All applic ations m ust be
location of the training sess ions.
• • A woman wishing to become a
volunteer time and these would
received by the comm ittee by
volunteer with the C.A.R.E.S.
· Friday, April 13, 1979. The com
program may do so in either area
mittee will reach its decision by
of violence against women," ac
Tuesday , May 1 , 1979.
cording to Elaine H. Sovenlierk ,
Program Dir�ctor for YW
C.A.R.E.S.
Open Hearings will be held Tuesday April 10, and Wednesday
The training process em
April 11 for students on grades. The hearings will be held in room
phasizes legal, medical and
A l l1>2. Policy for grades has been passed by the Standing Com
psychological aspects of abuse.
mittee on Educational Policies and Procedures without a quorum .
Actual training commitment is
The grading policy will soon go to the University Assembly for
four two-hour sessions, with thf'
passage, since the provost wants to set11p the University computers
und,erstanding
t a minim�n
as soon as possible.
one year commitment to servtc�
are many myths about abuse,
in the program will be carried out
and
belief in these myths a ft e r w a r d .
Through
this
perpetuates the isolation."
. ..
�
volunteer commitment, the vw.....�.......
.. ....
....�
� �
Confidentia lity of all women C.A.R.E.S. program is able t
j)articipating in the group will be provide advocacy and counselin
0.. Who was the Galloping
protected. The coord i na tor, for women who are victims
Cla rence Darrow, defense at ghost.
Helen, is a trained professional domestic v iolence.
torney in the Scopes trial of 1925,
A. His name was Harold "Red'
with long experience in working
At the start of training, ea
was one of four famous 20th cen Grange who played football fo11
with women. A counselor for in volunteer will receive a packet o
tury lawyers who didn't attend the University of I llinois.
dividual rape and abuse clients, material
to keep for late
law school. Can you name the
What was Dorothy's last nam
she has extensive background in reference use. There is no fee fo
other three? They were/are :
in the original version of
working with groups and has the training itself for individual
Robert Storey, President of the Wizard of Oz? Her last name was
been associated with
Rush who intend to serve as C.A.R.E.S
Gale.
Presbyterian-St. Luke's hospital, volunteers. A woman who par Bar Association from 1952-53 ;
Strom Thurmond, senator, gover
Lehigh University is famous
Swedish Covenant hospita l .
ticipates as a social service agen
nor of South Carolina ; and James f o r
many
academic
"YW C.A.R. E.S. provides a 24 cy representative and does not in
0.
Eastland , senator from achievements ; but also a fic
hour crisis line, 748-5669 , ad tend to become a progra
Mississippi.
tional achievement. In a 1942
vocacy and one-t(H)ne counseling volunteer will pay a $25 trainin
Experts say the five worse in movie, what famous couple at
in addition to this new support fee.
surance risks are: astronauts, In tended Lehigh? They were of
group", Ms. Bovenkerk pointed
Following
training
eac
dy race car drivers, Grand Prix course Dagwood and Blondie.
out.
volunteer advocate will
b
We all know that "Babe" the
Women wishing to pa rticipate responsible for segments of "on race car drivers, aerial per
formers,
a nd
professional blue ox was Paul Bunyan's com
in the group may contact Ms. call time" each month and pro
panion and pet. But can you tell
Bovenkerk at the South Suburban vide advocacy for clients who prizefighters.
The greatest number of people me the name of his wife. This one
Area YWCA, 45 Plaza, Park contact the crisis line during her
Forest, IL 60466, 748-5660 or on-call time. In addition, the to see a basketball game was is sure to stump even you Min
when
the
H a rlem nesotans. His wife was named
748-5672. She will provide all volunteer may wish to par 75,000
Globetrotters
played
an
exhibi Minnie.
specific information. There will ticipate in the YW C.A.R.E.S.
Just to note a few famous peo
be no fee for participation in Speakers Bureau or provide tion in the Olympic Stadium in
weekly meetings of this new assistance in institutional train West Berlin, Germany in 1951. ple who never graduated from
group. Meeting location will be ings for police or hospital person The largest indoor basketball grade school :
crowd was at the Houston
1 ) Andrew Carnegie, U.S. in
provided to participants by Ms. nel.
Astrodome where 52,000 fans dustrialist
Bovenkerk .
watched UCLA and the Univ. of
2) Charles Chaplin, British ac
Houston battle on Jan. 20, 1968.
"CATALOG OF UNIQUE, NOSTALGIC, AN D SPECIALTY
tor and film director
The largest grocery store chain
ITEMs-MANY COL L ECTOR
ITEMS WITH
GOOD
I N
3 ) Charles Dickens, British
in the world belongs to the novelist
VESTMENT
POSSI BILITIES.
ITEMS INCLUDE:
COINS,
Safeway Stores Inc. of Oakland
STAMPS, ANTIQUES, AR'IWORK, COMIC BOOKS,
OLD
4) Thomas Edison, U.S. inven
Calif. Sales in 1977 amounted to tor
RECORDS, OLD MAGAZINES, OLD PHOTOS, BOOKS, BUT
more than 1 1 billion dollars. The
TONS, AND MANY OTHERS. SEND 50 CENTS < D EDUCTIB L E
5. Mark Twain, U.S. humorist
chain has 2428 stores and 139,865 and writer
WITH FI RST ORDER> TO: FRANK LOUIS P.O. BO X 548,
employees.
ALL WOOD STATION, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 0701%."

Abused· women
support -group
YW C.A.R.E.S. (COMMI'M'EE
ON
ABUSE
AND
RAP E :
EM.ERGENCY SERVICES ) , a
program of the South Suburban
Area YWCA, is organizing a sup
port group for battered women.
The first meeting will be on Tues
day, April 24 from 10 a . m . to 12

If you are presently receiving
financial aid, or you plan to a pply
for aid in the future, or perhaps
you're merely wondering about
what � rants and schola rships
that a re available in your field of
study, you might want to take
advantage of the latest services
provided to students by the Office
of Financial Aid.
One of the new services
provided to the student is the
opportunity to have your own
personal financial aid profile,
provided by the Information
Officer for financial aid, Larry
Poselli.
Poselli's main responsibility as
Information Officer for the OFA
computer input,
consists of
and
reports ,
gene r a t i n g
analyzing da ta . With the help of
Informa tion
Guida nce
the
System, Poselli can perform a
personal profile for each student

Haughton Mefflin company. The
system was designed to provide
users with accurate, up-to-date
information on four and two year
colleges and Graduate Schools,
as well as occupations, and
sources of scholarships and other
financial assistance.

Open Hearings
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Inst ructor adds lite
to tele visio n clas s
by K eith L evin
Timing is the element that
makes a television show go; in
front of and especially behind the

camera .
"Hit that switch, VRT rolling,
15 seconds". "Stand by on the
film, graphic up" . No, it's not
channel two, it's the TV produc
tion course at Governors State

University.
For a field in which timing is so
important and precise, in LeMarr
Scott's class the clock is often
times thrown away when it
comes to teaching a way of ac
complishing a TV technique. Six
hours of class a week sometimes
takes eight, but there is never a
wasted moment in the ever ex
isting learning process.
The question is rea lly who is
his
or
Scott
excited,
more

students.
a nd
perfectionist
a
Being
idea list, Scott spent five years
directing for
producing and

In tructor adds life to televi ion class. < photo by K evin Corcoran)

_.

._________________________

public television in Michigan's
Saginaw Valley. Running out of
challenges there Scott turned his
attention to teaching and GSU of
fered what he was looking for.
Scott explains that he wants to
teach a class in remote techniques so students can get a taste
of what TV is like outside of the
handle
to
how
and
studio,

problems that a rise on location.
When asked what Scott thinks
of Scott, he answered simply ;
" I ' m my own worst critic, and
I'm never satisfied. I don 't want
to fall into a lull and I am always

evaluating myself to get my act
together."
Scott concluded by saying there
is always room for growth a nd he
hopes he will grow with his ex
periences at GSU, which he hopes
his students will do as well.
After arriving at GSU this past
winter, Scott says he was im
pressed with the television equip
ment. "The television equipment

at GSU is some of the best of seen
compared to that at other univer
sities . " The switcher in studio A
"the Cadillac of
he adds i
switchers . "
Scott also stated that he likes

the hands-on policy that GSU of
fers to the students in the TV
field . "The students at GSU get a
jump over those at most univer
ci t i n g
Scott
said
s i t ies , "

Michigan State a s an example;
"there students don't even see
the equipment in their first year,

it's all theory . "
One thing you should know
before you regi ter for Scotts'
cia s, because he is a perfec
tionist he expects his students to
be the same. "I treat everyone as
a profe·sional in the studio so

they know what to expect," said
cott. "I believe I ' m harder on
the student than I a m on the job."
Scott has great expectations for
future teaching and he hopes to

teach clas es in Remote TV pro
duction and cinema tography for
television in the fall semester.

Volunte er needed
Lowell Fentress, a Master's Degree candidate, is now em ployed
by Safer Foundation. Safer Foundation is an agency established to
aid the ex-offender in employment and counseling techniques.
Another successful part of Safer is its "challenge" program, in

volving volunteers working with ex-offenders.
Lowell is currently starting a volunteer progra m in the Human
Justice area, HLD. Any students interested in being involved with
the program can contact :
Lowell Fentress
via Sonny Goldstein
H . L . D . Human Justice ext 2381

Protest painter exhibits mood s
by L eslie Fai on
"I do paint loud colors but they

work well together. The way a
person raises his voice can be
done with certain color tones,"
affirms protest artist Ernest
Gro s. Recently 15 of his oil
paintings were displayed in a
G .S. U. Lounge Gallery exhibi t .

The latest imagery o f Gross, a
painter for 20 years, is concerned
with past American involvement
in the Far East and has strong
religious overtones. Illustrated is
the simple agrarian lifestyle of
peoples in Vietnam, Thailand and
Cambodia that are shattered by
war. Surrealism emerges and
powerful emotions are expressed
in the use of semi-translucent or
bright greens or startling blues or
vibrant yellow and orange that
jolt, even shock the senses. The
South China Sea, South East
Asian skies at sunrise, midday
and sunset and l uxuriant foliage

are graphically detailed in splen
did a rrays of color.
"Relocation" is a study of Viet
namese villagers traveling by ox
cart down a dusty road. They are
fleeing from soldiers who are
fighting in their homeland during
the Vietnam conflict in the 1960's.
Two boxers spar in "Fighting in
the South China Sea . " They face
each other in a rocky cove and
the water is a brilliant, almost

blatant blue.
Against the backdrop of war is
a serenity seen in the use of an
cient Buddhist dieties and monks
that appear as motifs connected
in other paintings. The boxers are
part of a wall picture in a room
where, at daybreak, "Poo Yeeng
Ab Nom , " the Vietnamese nude
subject of the painting, dresses,
standing by an open window. In

" Khoon Yeeng Mo" a nude lies
invitingly on a bed, her brown
body warmly contrasted against
the ethereal green statue image
of a Thai love goddess entwined
with her consort. The statue that
stands beside the girl's bed is also
seen in solid form out the wi ndow
of her room in the peaceful sea .
At one time Thailand was a
colony of India and a religious,
cultural tie resulted. Similar
artifacts,
religious
Buddhist,

with Indian origins dating trom
the 2nd to the 6th Centuries A.D.,
have been excavated in Thailand
and are noticeable in temples
there. A Buddha-like statue is
also at a temple's altar where
monks gather in supplication in
Gross ' "The Two Monks . " The

monk's robes are a medium
orange and this color, symbolic of
the Buddhist religion, is carried
over into other paintings. One,
"The Thai Village," in which a
being
is
holiday
relig ious
celebrated by villagers, features
cloth streamers of the same hue
hung from a wooden structure in
front of a building. Flags as a
States con
United
motif-a
federate flag on the army tank in
"Free Fire Zone," the red, white
and blue flag that appears in
"The Monks" and other flags in
paintings tie them into a coherent
statement.

Of the nude studies Gross
remarks, "Al though I use nudes
as subjects, the connotation is not
meant to be degrading or that
Asiatic women are sexpots. I
to demonstrate the
wan ted
beauty of these females. One who

soldiers and the rest of the in
vaders were victims of a sneak
attack when the men of the town
crept upon them secretly from

the hills.
The painting "Metamorphosis
of a Dancer" is a true-to-life,
surrealistic study of the fall of a
Thai lady as she becomes a strip
teaser. After this happened, the
girl's mother, father and friends
never spoke to her again. The
nude emerges out of a coconut
carrying red streamers and
"evolves" in separately painted
poses. Enormous green statues,

in sitting positions, are symbolic
of the dancer's highest form . "A
Study of Noi" is another of the

artist's works that features one
several
represented
woman
times in various poses.
" I feel that the danger of
United States political activities
in Vietnam is still present. The
shades of Fascism still hover,
even over Africa , " Gross asserts.
With this concept in mind. he has
created
"The
Nightmare of
Fascism . "
A
young
woman
touring the gallery one afternoon
who commented, "This is a bit

strong ," did not make an un
derstatement. In the painting
Nixon's torso stands atop a com
puter with an open front and in
side is a tape recorder. A
scowling eagle menacing an
African boy milking a goat are
a lso visually powerful in this
painting. Gross plans to paint
more a bout the Nixon nemesis.
A motif of red balls, large and
small, are depicted in some of
Gross' works. The boy and goat in

the fascist representation are
surrealistically housed within a
red bal l . Red balls with shadows
inside are held in the hands of a
nude girl lying in the sand in
"Woman Playing Ball on the
Beach of the South China Sea . "
Perhaps i n these balls are the
fruit of life. A red fruit-an ap
ple-and a snake, a woman's leg

and a bird are a surrealistic
display with soft background
shades. This untitled work is one
of a few with muted tones in
color scheme.
Gross

credits
Dr.
Joyce
Morishita, A G.S.U. art in
structor, with helping him with
color developm ent. "She deser-

ves alot of credit for the high
quality in form and color many of
the art students have been
producing ," Gross comments .

D ischarged from the army in
1973, he has done fine arts, com
merc al painting for many years,
devotmg several to getting in

�

tune to paint his Indochinese ex
periences. "People ask why did I
take so long to do my paintings. I
have worked on them since 1976
yet it may take ten years to fulfil
an artistic expression in the paint

i

medium .
The colors in Gross' works are
vibrantly raw and he gets the
message across . He has vivid,
somet imes overwhel ming im
pressions concerning United
States imperialism in South East
Asia and what he feels are fascist
tendencies underlying politics in
America.
Gross plans two showings of his
paintings
this year-one at
Freedom Hall in Park Forest and

one tentatively in Flossmoor.
He teaches general science at a
junior high school in Chicago and
resides in Park Forest .

knows the Indochinese can see
the humility and respect they
have for each other. The peoples
are basically non -aggressive."
He explains that Western in

tervention since the 19th Century
has upset the economic and social
systems in many South East
Asian countries. Women turned
to prostitution to support them
selves when American dollars
flooded the economic market and
deval ued the currency in South
East A ia. However, the cultures
uch that a woman does
a re
honorably when she fraternizes
with invaders to distract them
until the men gain a military ad
the
overpower
and
vantage
enemy.
A 13th Century statue of Koon
Y eeng Mo, the wife of a high
her
commemorates
sheriff,
loyalty. While the men of her
Thai village hid in the hills, she

and other women in the town
diverted the attention of an in
vasionary force that came to at
tack villagers. She and the
women poisoned many of the

Protest painter exhibited his w orks a t GSU recently . H i s w orks may be seen i n the surrounding area
later this spring. < photo by K evin Corcoran)
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Documentary portraya ls
offer insights into
urban problems
BY L ES L I E FAISON
Gordon Quinn's "Home

fo,.

Life" is an extraordinarily mov
ing documentaty. Utilizing the
cinema verite technique, rea l
events with the people truly in
volved in them is captured on
film, with no dire<:ting of actors
or non-actors. Director Quinn has
shown
how
elderly
people
undergo
excruc ia ting
ex
periences in a home for the aged.
The 110-minute, black and white
depiction is scientifically pure.
Validation of research is evident
w i thin
an
instituttonal
framework. Quinn is interested in

people whose life pa tterns have
become archaic, ·whose sub
sistence is a diet of loneliness. In
"Home for Life," we Jearn cause
and consequence as we see
helpless humans take first steps
and move into an environment

that strips them of the last
vestiges of pride and identity.
Powerful and devastat ing the
film revea ls the elderly as
platitudes of despair. The Drexel
rest home, located in Wilmette,
Illinois, and considered one of the
best, is plagued with neglect.
Quinn's camera focuses on reac
tions of the elderly as they en
counter other residents, a nurs
ing sta ff that often ignores them,

psychiatrists who do not unders
tand their eccentricities and
family members who care or do
not care. The film captures the

reactions of an old man isolated
from the world he knew and an
old woman wrenched from a
family setting. This man and
woman who lead us through the
home are truly representative of
the isolation and dependency ex
perienced by senior citizens
given up as useless. The old
gentleman, who has Jived alon
for years, was seldom visited '>y
rela tives and had few friend�.• is
placed in the home. He has
become unable to cart
for
himself. Someone must prepa re
his food and administer medica
tion. His dining, recreation and
visiting hours are void of human
contact

The old lady is luckier.
Her daughter and son-in-law
visit, helping her sort clothes for
laundry.
They
bolster self
confidence by asking her needs
and demonstrating a wilJingness

to assist. They give directions,
telling her how to keep her closet
and bureau drawers stocked with
fresh lingerie. They ask does she
get enough to eat. Does she at
tend movies at the rest home or
participate in activities there.
The couple have kept mother for
ten years and her husband for fif
teen, abandoning mother to the
nursing home when advanced
medical care, which they could
not provide, was needed. The
man and his wife suffer from
guilt feelings and are terribly
concerned
a bou t
mother's
welfare.
As an art film, the cinema
verite shooting and directing
were utilized to best advantage.
Of himself and the film crew
Quinn comments,
"In
our

shooting we were observers. We
filmed the data of a situation as it

developed. Our shooting could be
calJed cinematic observa tion.
Our camera, however, was not
passive, in the candid camera
style, but responsive to the situa
tion." What they were after was a
film
that
had
a
plot and
cha racters but no staging of in
cidents or c hanging of footage by
editing. The freedom to select
material and the structure of the

finished film emerged from the
situations. For this "cinematic,
social inquiry," Quinn chose two
new residents who were visually
and verba lly expressive and who
provided a rich contrast in their
problems.
Strategy
involved
shooting and showing of the film
to residents in the Drexel home.

The result was that the filming
crew participated in helping
residents to Jearn something
about their institution while the
crew also learned about the
therapy sessions with the staff
members. Editing and shooting
were guided by the human expres-

sions and activities developing

before the camera . At times, se
quences were a llowed to run with
very little editing. Other times,
they were edited to revea l mean

ings that were present, but not
evident in footage or situation
developments, as when the elder
ly lady's daughter and son-in-law
visited her and wanted to know
about her daily activities. Editing
was done in a plain style,
avoiding "fancy juxtapositions
a nd editorial intrusions," allow
ing
the
people
to express
themselves. In this way, the in
tegrity was preserved when the

film was organized and edited in
its final form.
Quinn assisted in directing
"The
Ch icago
Ma ternity
Center," a revela tion of women's
struggle for control of Jow-eost,
medical ca re in the 1960's. Shown
in stunning rea lism is the essen
tial quality of humanity as a
woman gives birth at home,
assisted by her friends, family
and maternity center physicians.
The center provided for patient
oriented health care for 78 years
and was shut down when 'better'
hospital facilities were built on
the city's Gold Coast. The film
was a critique of health as an in
dustry in the United States.
Though produced as a public ser
vice and funded by a grant, "The
Chicago Maternity Center" can
not be shown on Cha nnel 1 1 , due
to
censors h i p
restrictions.
Several of the men who serve on

the board of directors for public
television head compa nies which
sell hospital supplies to the Gold
Coast hospitals, according to
Quinn.
Of the film, Quinn comments
that he wa nted "to make exactly
that kind of film which gets
ple to see that the problems of
hea lth care have to do with the

peo

problems of capitalism and the
class structure in this country.
Not just that hea lth care costs so
much, but why it costs so much.
Who owns it? Who controls it?
Why a re certain kinds of facilities

Taking the count

all. I reach this conclusion since
the play of the same name, in its
rousing revival, has been so
popular with audiences at the
Shubert that its run has been ex
tended through April 6th.
Yes, before there was John
Travolta and his Sat. nitefever,
even before there was Frank
Sinatra a nd his Sat. nite Hit

pa rade, there was a lways Count
Dracula on a Sat. nite bat . For
the dreadful Drac devotee's there
will always be Bela Lugosi in
masterful '30's reruns, in a truly
biting c ha racterization. Can it be
that leering Lugosi made his
American stage debut in this
very same play, today replaced
by David Dukes?
At the Shubert you can listen to
these crea
of the night and
hear what humor they make! The
laughter time eq ua ls the time
spent gasping and startling, at

lures

the bon mots, the sensuality, and
the sudden fear, respectively. I
have been to a few plays in my

time, my dear, and matinee au
diences just do not react like this
one did. Such laughter, such

cheeri ng! It was also not the
usual blue-rinse crowd, but most
ly the audience consisted of
college-age folk.
Yes, Virginia, there really was
a Dracula, w ho had a castle cen
turies ago and disposed of the
population explosion in Tran
sylvania by impaling people on

wooden stakes. Alas, he was no
vampire nor did he have the style
vampires of the Stoker set do; yet
though many civilizations had
their vampire stories, ours has
the Dracula name now per
manently engraved on it. The
original looked more like a craz
ed Jack Palance, who took the
Count in a television color special
once.
When Christopher Lee sank his
British fangs into the Lugosi part
and put his shoulders into the
cloak for color films of the six

ties,
no one objected very
strenuous ly; nor was wolfbane or

a

closed down and others allowed
to stay open?" Suza nne Davenport and Jenny Rohrer, who
help ed film the maternity tr&ct,
were members of Quinn's film

crew while attending Columbia
College in Chicago and wa nted to

night

( natura lly) who
Transylvania
Humperdink.

school

prof

As good as these figures are
flapping across the color screens,
there's nothing like a play and the
feel of a real live black-and-white

500 year-old vampire. Color is
studiow;ly avoided : Miss Lucy
wears white, the heroes are in
various shades of grey , and our
�
as
.
red lining, there was a red rose in
one scene, and some red wine in
another - but the scenery a nd
furnishings a re black-and-white.
If you look closely, you'll find that
the bats sketched on the scenery
are wearing subtly s m i ley facest
too. I t's a grrr-eat show !
Be prepared to cringe, gasp,
and laugh almost simultaneously ; an added attraction for the
ladies, the Count's sensual actions are most tittilating.

Kartemquin Films Collective.

in
Chicago.
A
fifteen-yea r
veteran of the film industry,

Quinn is presently involved in

directing a new project, a film
a bout
a
strike in a
steel

make a film about women.
Quinn, a 1964 graduate of the
University of Chicago, helped

anti-sexist production methods two-thirds of the group's ten
members are women - and is

wider distribution and the group
hopes to join with other film
makers to form a co-op of

skill-sharing process. "Viva Ia
Causa , " "Winnie Wright, Age

Quinn had met and exchanged
media ideas with Robert Blue,

organize Kartemquin Films Coldeveloped a commercial income
Jective in 1966. Composed of men
- basically through the rental of
and women, the crew is commitfour Steenbeck editing tables a nd
ted to the production of documenother equipment - to support
own
taries in cooperation with people · their
film
productions.
and organizations whose strugDistribution of films has, so far,
gles they share and support.
bee n largely limited to the
Kartemquin has succeeded in
Chicago a rea, but the collective is
now exploring possibilities for
developing truly collective and

engaged in a continual technica l,

1 1 , " "Now We Live on Clifton"
and "Trick Bag," shot in 1!175,
are some of their films. On

videotape a re "It Can Be Done,"
" W here'
I.W.
Abel ? "
and
"What's Happening at Local Office 70? " "Trick Bag" is essentially an interview film with six
different groups of people, mostly
youths from -Cbicago

neighborhoods. They talk about

their changing attitudes toward
racism from the context of street
gangs, employment, the army

and housing. All agree that
racism is a deception, a trick
bag. Quinn explains, "We're
struggling with the questions of
theory

and

stra tegy .. .! think
there's a rea l need and place for
films that provide an ana lysis of
economic and political forces at

have to come out of concrete
struggle
situa tions . "
"The
Chicago Maternity Center,"
' Now We Live on Clifton," and

resem bles a
E ngelbert

Davenport and Jenny Rohrer

fabricating company, tentatively
entitled, "Tailor Chain."
Although some of its films have
been
funded
by foundation
grants, Kartemquin has now

up w ith a strategy. The stra tegies

·
gar1.1c hung
aroun d the l 1' ttle
screen at home to prevent colorful nocturnal visita tions in "ClifChangers" from the 1!179 model
Alucard,

', f ilmed by Qu inn, Suzanne

work, and the people who are in
that situation will have to come

·

you can COUNT on it
By H en rietta Chasanov
Guess I ' ve always had a soft
spot in my neck for Dracula . M y
fondness extends t o the Bram
Stoker version, and to the m ovies
a nd play for which it stands, in
divisible and with fascination for

'The Chicago Materinity Center

i

'Trick Bag" were shown March
..n at Facet Multi-Media Theater

political films.

former editor of the Innovator
from
to 1 4. In renting ·
equipment to the film depart

I9n

97

ment on campus recently, Quinn
became acquainted with Dr.
Marcus Marzynski, an award

winning film-ma ker/instructor in
CCS, Media Communica tions
Program. Ma rzynski, who has

llle

produced some films that are
politically-motivated, had Quinn

present "The Chicago Maternity
Center" and "Home for Life" to a
class.
"Film :
A History of

Crea tive
Style."
The class'
responses
were
a l m os t
unanimous. Viewers were shock

ed by the geriatric study in the

old age home and stunned seeing
a baby born at home and women

fighting to maintain this right to
have home, pre- na tal, delivery
and post-nata l care.
Anyone interested in renting or
buying any of Kartemquin's
productions can contact Kar

temquin at 1901 W. Wellington,
Chicago,
60657. Special con

sideration regarding rental of
films is extended to community
groups a nd organizations.
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